India's only Experiential Learning service provider
LEADERSHIP

Anand Joseph

Founder & Partner

Business Development & Client Relation

International educator with demonstrated history of working on student mobility, promoting and developing cross cultural academic experiences. Area of interest's include a proven domain expertise in developing collaborative relations between Institutions in India and their global counterpart. Member of Higher education bodies and Councils

Vineeth Thomas

Founder & Managing Partner

Strategic Planning and Execution

Experienced with a demonstrated history of working in the education industry. Developed strategic global opportunities with foreign universities in International Education and Exchange. Passionate about curating new learning experiences and design thinking.
Experience

We have dedicated academic and cultural experts skilled in researching trends and current issues that can provide high-impact learning experiences.

Specific Academic Requirements.

Planning the A to Z of your study experience in a foreign country is quite challenging; that requires the ‘We’ve Got It Covered’ superpower – and that’s exactly what we have!

Explore & Co-Learn

Our experiences give you the freedom to explore a wide range of academic disciplines through our extensive connects in leading corporations and top-ranked academic institutions.

Travel. Experience. Learn. Repeat.

We’ve got learning experiences for everyone – students, corporates, faculty & professionals!
TOP DESTINATION FOR US STUDENTS

TRAVELLING FOR EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING PROGRAMS

3,47,099 US students travelled abroad for study abroad programs in 2018/19

Travel to Asia at 12%
Overall experiential learning traffic to Asia – 40,602
Experiential learning travel to India – 3,366

Source: Open Doors Report on International Educational Exchange is a comprehensive information resource on international students and U.S. students studying abroad. It is sponsored by the U.S. Department of State with funding provided by the U.S. Government and is published by IIE. For more information, visit www.iie.org/opendoors.
OUR SOLUTION

• Experiences from world’s fastest growing economy with a blend of Urban and Rural India aided by on-ground last mile connectivity

Students & Executives

• Diverse experiences to match academic needs – History, Culture, Innovation, Business, Technology, Arts

Faculty

• Multi - Cultural learning experiences

University

• Reliable local partner with focus on core activity by delivering On ground last mile seamless connectivity
Immersive Academic Travel

• Plan for future India Study abroad
• Open Study Abroad – Flexibility to Reschedule dates & Fixed Rates (Valid up to 31st Dec, 2023)

Immersive Virtual Learning

• Executive Presentation by Companies
• Economic Perspectives from Academia

Virtual Training for Executives

• Curated sessions on doing business with India
• Leadership lessons from India
• Changing business landscape

Immersion India 2020 & Beyond
(Back drop of COVID 19)
Up and coming destination for Experiential learning programs

World’s fastest growing economy

India, home to one-sixth of all humanity, holds the key to the success of the 2030 SDG Agenda

Unique learning experiences of innovation, culture, education, lifestyle
VAST, UNTAPPED OPPORTUNITY – India’s potential to being in the top 5 destination for study abroad programs

LINKAGES – A proven track record of working with academia and industry in India

EXPERIENCE – Early entrants with comprehensive on ground knowledge

INDIA & SDG – Robust SDG localization model centered on adoption, implementation and monitoring at the grass root level

POST COVID19 SCENARIO – Experiential Learning to gain further traction once travel resumes with destination restructuring that could benefit INDIA

REVENUE – Target revenue of $10m by 2025
Let INDIA Happen To You!